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Abstract. This paper proposes and examines a new way of cooperation between human workers and machine intelligence in architectural
scale construction. For the transfer of construction information between
the physical and digital world, mature technologies such as Radio Frequency IDentifier (RFID), and emerging technologies like Augmented
Reality (AR) are used in parallel to supplement each other. Dynamic
data flow is implemented to synchronize digital and physical models by
following the ID signatures of individual building parts. The contributions of this paper includes the demonstration of current technological
limitations, and the proposal of a hybrid system between human and
computer, which is tested in order to explore the possibilities of digitally enhanced construction methods.
Keywords.
Digital Construction; Augmented Reality; HumanMachine interaction.

1. Concept of Digital Constuction
‘Digital Construction (DC)’ is a construction method that consists of both conventional construction and applied ICT. The aim of this research is to materialize digital data into physical objects in a context of architectural construction. Different
from digital design (DD), DC emphasizes on construction process. Different from
digital fabrication (DF), DC emphasizes on architectural matters rather than industrial products. This differentiation is necessary because architectural construction
relies on a wide range of technologies to assemble many discrete and diversified
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parts. This assembling process is mostly executed outdoor on-site. In addition,
construction methods and processes are customized in individual situations, taking accounts of factors such as site conditions, form, and program of the buildings.
Furthermore, construction processes involve various tasks with a different level of
detail, all of them require accuracy in execution. Thus, DC covers a much more
comprehensive scope in architecture or civil engineering structure than DF.
1.1. BACKGROUND

Construction field has not been fully developed in terms of ICT / IoT usage in the
current situation (Manyika 2015). In emerging markets, the construction industry
has been expanding (IHS Global Construction Outlook 2015). Thus it requires
accurate work of semi-skilled workers and effective logistics in construction using
ICT. On the other hand, in developed countries, the reducing number of workable
labor and the diminishing techniques in construction field are problematic issues.
Recently, mass-customization technologies for non-standardized parts have
been developed (Poorang 2013). ICT in a design field, such as building information modeling (BIM), facilitates the design of complex form of architectures.
DC connects these to construction can ensure construction accuracy for ‘non-box’
types of architecture, as well as reduce costs. These attempts will contribute to the
liberation of architectural forms and make it possible to pursue the value and performance of architecture more than ever. Thus, DC will make a huge impact not
only on architectural design but also on related economic, social aspects (figure
1). In the past, there were several attempts in architectural design and construction
field respectively (IAARC 2011).

Figure 1. Diagram of industrial architecture system and information architecture system.
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1.2. STATE OF ART

There are a number of technologies that can be applied in DC. In order to implement digital data into the real, positioning function would be a key technology.
There are several machines that can be applied to assemble / fabricate parts. These
technologies include the following: robotic arm, three axis computerized numerical controlled machine, unmanned aerial vehicle (figure 2).

Figure 2. The methods that outputting digital data into physical coordinates.

Also there are techniques that can be applied for converting information from
physical environment to digital data. By acquiring information such as three dimensional shape, type of parts and construction condition. These technologies include the following; 3D scanning with laser rangefinder or photogrammetry, position tracking (Wi-Fi / Bluetooth), target marker by image processing, RFID, UAV
(figure 3).

Figure 3. The methods that inputting physical information into digital data.
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1.3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The ultimate purpose of DC is to materialize a digital data into a physical object
in a construction. However, there are few technologies that can replace a human
construction work completely. In the construction process, worker/machine has
to adapt to various sort, scale, and accuracy of operations. Also, a high environmental recognition ability is required. In addition, humans need to intervene in
construction. In each process of construction, data conversion is necessary for
each purpose. Yet, the certainty of data conversion is not guaranteed, and data
conversion is often not reversible. Above that, data cannot be circulated for design communication. Finally, despite that information is necessary to continue to
update as the physical situation changes, there is no platform that can integrate all
information for construction.
1.4. ARGUMENT / CATEGORIZATION OF THE DC

With above research, different types of DC are given through several degrees of
automation. Category-1: defined as the construction methods that are is fully automated. The digital data is directly inputted to a machine, the physical condition
of materialized parts is get by the system itself and system will adjust its virtual
model without a human. Category-2: defined as a construction method that is partially automated. Operated by human and machine loaded with data . Basically,
machines are used only for their powerful and relentless aspect, such as repeating, counting, identifying. A human worker helps for circumstances recognition.
Category-3: defined as the construction methods that enhancing a human ability
by machine/computer power. It compensate shortcoming of the human operator
and the whole system exerts performance more than a single system (figure 4).

Figure 4. Three DC categories.

2. ‘Smart Block’ Project as Experimental Model Study
Following the prescribed DC concept, ‘Smart Block Project’ is proposed as a case
study in here. Firstly, the precedents by the same research group are introduced.
Then, the proposal concept is led. Secondly, the comparison of technical methods
makes specification. Thirdly, the experimental model and head mount display
(HMD) guiding system are shown, then have the review and argument.
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2.1. BACKGROUND, ART

Digital Woods (Ikeda-lab 2010) is a concept building and its metabolism system
consists of a large number of wooden blocks that can be changed by user’s demand. Structures, stairs, finishes, furniture, etc. are built with the same blocks.
Thus, the building space can be re-configurable by rearranging the parts. Authors
propose to embed an electrical identifier into the parts to construct effectively. For
the operation in construction, the user/constructor refer this information in order to
deal with the proper assembling order and places. This system records all the construction process. In this point, the author could not implement as real technology
(figure 5).
Porous Torus (Ikeda-lab 2010) is a temporal pavilion by using parametric design (one of the DD) and laser cutting (one of the DF). Yet this can be said as an
experiment to assemble non-standardized parts by un-digitized construction (without DC). The following points are reviewed: firstly, Parts identifications without
any guide extremely laborious work, since mistakes frequently happen. Secondly,
it is difficult to confirm whether the parts are assembled in the proper position at
the time of construction. These high-lightened the importance of digitizing construction (figure 5).

Figure 5. Precedent projects, Digital Woods and Porous Torus.

2.2. AIM, HYPOTHETICAL PROPOSAL

The aim of this section is to demonstrate the working system which enhancing
human and machine (category-3), as leading proposal of DC (figure 6). Reviewing
arts essential functions are given as following: 1) Position tracking, by using AR
target marker 2) Identifying similar parts by RFID, 3) Work guidance for human
by presenting information, 4) Automated synchronizing system between digital
model and physical construction state.
There are two potential methods to synchronize between digital and physical model. One is scanning, to get the most recent status of the physical object.
But this method need to detect location (three dimensional coordination) or afterprocess to dismantle mass to parts. The advantage of detect location is an ability to
detect parts position and individual identification simultaneously, yet it is difficult.
Other is assuming the state of the physical building by logging the sequential process. ‘Logging’ method does not need a location detection, so that just for chasing
parts AR marker detection and RFID are used in here.
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Figure 6. Smart Block project.

2.3. METHOD / TECHNOLOGIES

Here, the used technologies and products are explained its selection reasons. A
practical knowledge for implementation is revealed too (figure 7).
• Parts design for identified timbers: AR markers and RFID tags are attached
on timber patrs, have joint at 45mm pitch. Both are inexpensive, for instance
former is less than 1 Japanese-yen, latter is around 10 Japanese-yen. Other
advantage is these are able to affix on parts tier post-production.
• Physical computing parts for smart gloves: the function of smart globes is recognizing individual IDs, that is on each joint of each timber parts. This glove
sends a joint ID to the main computer by touching. Parts details are described
following. ‘Espr8266’ is used for micro-controller embedded Wi-Fi module
that is an Arduino compatible and runs with 3.3V mobile battery. Considering
actual construction on the site, the smart globe needs to be wearable, wireless
and compact. ‘NFCTag Circus NTAG213 WPP60’ is used for RFID tags. It
needs to be small, thin not to physically disturb the timber parts. The cheaper
tag is the better because of a large quantities tags required. The readable area
should be limited to 50mm (size of joint). ‘MFRC-522’ is used for RFID is
antenna device for reader and writer 13.54MHz band passive RFID tag. This
is compatible with Arduino too.
• Application development for device to present information: AR system with
HMD was adopted for information visualization device. For Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) technology using AR markers, the method
was adopted that calculating the relative position of parts from AR markers
affixed to individual parts. this method takes a cost to register and manage
AR markers according to the number of timber, but the precision of the position matching is high compared to the method that setting the AR marker in
the peripheral space and calculate the absolute coordinates of the space. Ultimately, we developed an automatic marker generation system. Concretely,
‘Gear VR+Galaxy S6 edge’ is used for this HMD. GearVR is cheaper than
other devices and has functions about a width of the display, high display resolution, and high refresh rate. It works wireless and does not need external device is required for SLAM. ‘Unity+Vuforia’ (for Android OS) is used for DE of
AR system. Unity (Unity technology Inc 2009) and Vuforia (Qualcomm 20112016) is chosen for the following reason. This application does not depend on
marker type, have high ability to recognize markers and SLAM supplement
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function at marker missing time. Also, there were many documents to refer.
• Software implementation for central calculation: the central calculation receives information from the glove device, calculate a ghost timbers position,
generate and send an AR view, calculate a structural balance, receive operation from HMD device. ‘Unity+C-Sharp’ is used for central calculation; DE
for Unity is adopted C-Sharp, other DE (javascript, Boo) have some problem.

Figure 7. System diagram.

2.4. EVALUATE THIS SYSTEM

AR system with HMD was adopted as information visualization because that is
superior to other devices on construction sites in the following points: 1) the
amount of information that can be displayed is relatively high, 2) easiness of crossreference between information and real, 3) flexibility of place to present information, 4) degree of an obstacle to construction work (figure 8).

Figure 8. Comparison various system for information representation.
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13.56MHz passive RFID was superior in the reliability of reading, strength
against a physical obstacle, smallness, thinness, and permanence (figure 9). This
has a short communication range, but in this system, this performance worked
rather advantageously as a high reading position accuracy. However, poor affinity
with metal materials, high cost, large read antenna is a factor in reconsidering.

Figure 9. Comparison various system for identification.

The advantage of this system is following. Firstly, it is a ‘light’ technology
(cheap and easy to attach). Affixing is the only operation rather than replacing
the existing systems and products. Secondly, the system can try simulation lowcostly in data space than the real space. Only when feedback are needed, system
can output the results to a real space. Finally, the response time for the better
decision may able to reduce by using this system. There are a both cases: the
case instant intuitive response is needed, but on the other case deep consideration
or calculation takes a long time. If the system is smart enough, it would choose
appropriate algorithms inside.
Shortcomings of proposed system are following. Firstly, Inaccuracy of target
AR marker are revealed. It has errors 10mm-50mm between displayed object and
real object, because of camera, and its calibration. In order to solve those issues,
physical design make constrain for way of piling. Concretely timber has step joints
at 45mm pitch, so that those can not place wrong position. However it does not
have generality for other design. Secondly, trouble in implementing a device to
present information are following. To pursue real-time HMD display with video
see-trough type, Galaxy S6 edge was not enough in computational power. Over
heart of HMD frequently occurred due to high load calculation. As well as some
functions of Unity are insufficient to deal with thread processing. Thirdly, registration parts is another trouble factor. Seventeen RFIDs and four AR markers for
each parts require to be registered. This process required a huge amount of labor
and caused many registration mistakes, that leads to a fatal system error in the subsequent test operation. The most frequent trouble in the test process were caused
by tag mismatch due to a mistake in registration. The registration error is not only
troublesome but also affects the synchronization of the model and the data. In this
system, debugging by cross-referencing data and actual things like this registration error is indispensable. Also detecting those error without interface for human
is difficult. Fourthly, misunderstanding of the presented information and instructions. In order to solve these problems, improvement of the GUI for operation are
needed. True superior user interface does not need instruction. Finally, tangible
feeling trough HMD was uncomfortable in many way. The experience was like
a phantom limb effect with distance-lag, as well as time-lag makes this feeling,
because every visual information comes from the camera. Technically speaking,
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parallax, response speed of visualization, these sort of problems has to be solved
but that may have exist UI research field. Since this proposed system help workers
to assemble physical parts, so that this intuitive feeling would be crucial on site.
3. Conclusions
DC was categorized by examining existing technologies. From this categorization,
it is concluded that a hybrid system between machine and human is the most practical proposal. Precedent research shows the required and essential three functions
for DC. The hypothes are that the DC that satisfies these three functions can be
realized by hybridizing AR and RFID technologies. Implementation of this system was successful. Through troubles in the development and testing phase, this
system’s limited precision are revealed. Eliminating human error s in parts manufacturing and system registration phase is quite hard to avoid completely, but may
cause fatal situation. The design of tangible feelings and GUI for operation/ error
detection are important.
Architectural contribution of this system is that it makes possible new design
methods (a relationship between planning and construction in design). There are
several possible methods between these four poles, since this proposal would support a method located in the middle (figure 10). Although there is no drawing
prepared in advance, construction proceeds according to a blurred image in the architects (or layperson) mind. However, it based on the support of calculations by
machines, it is also possible to make improvised changes by humans. 1) Completion is decided in advance, construction follows a static blueprint. 2) Construction
is controlled by the algorithm, completion is decided sequentially. 3) A design
method that evidence based on the computational study. 4) Improvised design
method including changes by accident, impulses, whims.

Figure 10. Map of design methods.

For future prospects, three diffrent systems revealed by considering the superiority and the inferiority of both in human and machine.
1.

2.

This system would notify human what is the right answers. For instance, this system indicates where to place parts safely in the structural point of view. Referring
from the analogy of ‘jigsaw puzzles’, the answer is indicated by system, so the
only task of the human is to put the right piece into the right place.
This system also guide human but adapting sudden change of conditions, even
there are no right answers. This can be a speculative application in higher levels.
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For example in construction, even in the midway of building, change of condition can be happen due to accidents, change of minds, or unexpected change of
circumstances. This system performs alike ‘car navigation system’, even the user
makes an mistake, resistance to suggestion, a system can adapt to new conditions
and guide user to a destination, in anyway.
The system encourage human to achieve a certain objective by utilizing game,
often called gamification. If the user finds pleasure of interacting with the system, this system can potentially become a new type of ‘collaboration game’ and
develop its own ecology. At that stage, the GUI is the communication channel between the human and the system, and inevitably those virtual buttons are placed
to the AR space.
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